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Its Back
Yes after a turbulent and rather mad 2009
your favorite club mag is back
So mucha ado indeed .
Every 2 months you will be seeing a
Sprocket . The bi -Monthy aproach is so
that we we can focus in more detail on
whats happening at the club , who is do-
ing what , when and the like.
You can look forward to new training and
fitness sections contributed  by  your new
Club coaches covering a wide and varied
variety of areas -
Your magazine will be focusing  on
events , Products , ideas stories . So more
of a pot noodle type of a read with every-
thing in it  and enough E numbers to
make you hurl for month or two.
As always i need your input - everyone
has a story and everyones has an opinion
so come on lets have it and lets get it in
the mag.

Chippo

Editors Words of Wisdom

Sprocket Editor Chippo suffering on
Port de Bales
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Cycle Care 225 Desborough Road, HIGH WYCOMBE, Bucks,

HP11 2QW Tel: (01494) 447908
email:  info@cyclecare.co.uk

Coffee Corner

On  My  Travels in  2009  I  managed  to  find  this  awesome  cafe –
Its  near  Godrevy  point  in Cornwall. Hells  Mouth  is  the  name  of  the
CAFE  and  cliffs  around  it  are  known  as  the  same .
Its  said  you  can  hear  the  sound  of  moaning  and  lost  souls  who  have
either  committed  suicide  by  jumping  off  the  cliffs  or  the  souls  of  lost
seamen . All  i  could  hear  was  seagulls  and  American  tourists

Either  way  theres  a  CAFE  here  and  its  pretty  good  –  Great  cappuccino
and  after  a  tough  undulating  ride  a coffee ,  sit  down  and  a  look  at  the
views  rock.
I  didnt  feel  like  taking  a  run  and  jump  though ??

OSSIE SPOTTING
Mark Cavendish   has  been
yet again  stalking    HWCC
members -   this   weeks
victim   is   Ossie   assem   - He
even   made   him   sign   a
book -   will  this   harresment
never   end ( they never leave
you alone ossie))



Mental Foundation Pyramid

I meet lots of people  –
some are just plain crazy
some are just miserable
and some are both. What
though is the ideal – is the
right way somewhere in the
middle or extremes the way
to go . I guess this depends
on what mental foundations
you have yourself. It is after
all from the foundations we
form when we are young
that set us up for the rest of
our lives as per direction in
career and personal
satisfaction.
Enter the Mental foundation
pyramid. Looking at studies
of successful individuals
who are both successful in
careers’ and satisfied and
happy in their lives  we
see an interesting trend
which is common to us
all



Mental Foundation Pyramid contd
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs continues the Mental foundation theory further .Maslow Hierarchy is a theory
in psychology, proposed by Abraham Maslow in his 1943 paper A Theory of Human Motivation,] which he
extended to include his observations of humans’ innate curiosity.

Physiological needs

For the most part, physiological needs are obvious - they are the literal requirements for human survival.
If these requirements are not met (with the exception of clothing and shelter), the human body simply
cannot continue to function.
Physiological needs include:
· Breathing -Food  -Sexual activity

Lack of air and food will kill an individual. A lack of sexual activity
would mean the extinction of humanity, probably explaining the
strength of the sexual instinct in individuals

Safety needs

With their physical needs relatively satisfied, the individual’s safety needs take over and dominate their
behaviour. These needs have to do with people’s yearning for a predictable, orderly world in which
injustice and inconsistency are under control, the familiar frequent and the unfamiliar rare. In the world of
work, these safety needs manifest themselves in such things as a preference for job security, grievance
procedures for protecting the individual from unilateral authority, savings accounts, insurance policies,
and the like.

These have been lacking for most of human history, but at this point are mostly satisfied in the “First
World” — although the poor, both those who are poor as a class and those who are temporarily poor
(university students would be an example), must often still address these needs.

Safety and Security needs include:

· Personal security -Financial security -Health and well-being -Safety net against accidents/illness
and the adverse impacts

Social needs

After physiological and safety needs are fulfilled, the third layer of human needs is social. This
psychological aspect of Maslow’s hierarchy involves emotionally-based relationships in general, such as:

· Friendship · Intimacy · Having a supportive and communicative family
Humans need to feel a sense of belonging and acceptance, whether it comes from a large social group,
such as clubs, office culture, religious groups, professional organizations, sports teams, gangs (“Safety
in numbers”), or small social connections (family members, intimate partners, mentors, close colleagues,
confidants). They need to love and be loved (sexually and non-sexually) by others. In the absence of these
elements, many people become susceptible to loneliness, social anxiety, and clinical depression. This
need for belonging can often overcome the physiological and security needs, depending on the strength
of the peer pressure; an anorexic, for example, may ignore the need to eat and the security of health for a
feeling of control and belonging.



Esteem

All humans have a need to be respected, to have self-esteem, self-respect. Also known as the belonging
need, esteem presents the normal human desire to be accepted and valued by others. People need to
engage themselves to gain recognition and have an activity or activities that give the person a sense of
contribution, to feel accepted and self-valued, be it in a profession or hobby. Imbalances at this level can
result in low self-esteem or an inferiority complex. People with low self-esteem need respect from others.
They may seek fame or glory, which again depends on others. It may be noted, however, that many
people with low self-esteem will not be able to improve their view of themselves simply by receiving
fame, respect, and glory externally, but must first accept themselves internally. Psychological imbalances
such as depression can also prevent one from obtaining self-esteem on both levels.
Most people have a need for a stable self-respect and self-esteem. Maslow noted two versions of
esteem needs, a lower one and a higher one. The lower one is the need for the respect of others, the
need for status, recognition, fame, prestige, and attention. The higher one is the need for self-esteem,
strength, competence, mastery, self-confidence, independence and freedom. The last one is higher
because it rests more on inner competence won through experience. Deprivation of these needs can
lead to an inferiority complex, weakness and helplessness.
Maslow stresses the dangers associated with self-esteem based on fame and outer recognition instead
of inner competence. Healthy self-respect is based on earned respect.

Mental Foundation Pyramid contd

Self-actualization

The motivation to realize one’s own maximum potential and possibilities is considered to be the master
motive or the only real motive, all other motives being its various forms. In Maslow’s hierarchy of needs,
the need for self-actualization is the final need that manifests when lower level needs have been
satisfied. Classical Adlerian psychotherapy promotes this level of psychological development, utilizing
the foundation of a 12-stage therapeutic model to realistically satisfy the basic needs, leading to an
advanced stage of “meta-therapy,” creative living, and self/other/task-actualization. Maslow’s writings are
used as inspirational resources.
Self-transcendence

Near the end of his life Maslow proposed that there was a level on the hierarchy that was above self-
actualization: self-transcendence. “[Transcenders] may be said to be much more often aware of the
realm of Being (B-realm and B-cognition), to be living at the level of Being… to have unitive
consciousness and “plateau experience” (serene and contemplative B-cognitions rather than climactic
ones) … and to have or to have had peak experience (mystic, sacral, ecstatic) with illuminations or
insights. Analysis of reality or cognitions which changed their view of the world and of themselves,
perhaps occasionally, perhaps as a usual thing.”[8] Maslow later did a study on 12 people he believed
possessed the qualities of Self-transcendence. Many of the qualities were guilt for the misfortune of
someone, creativity, humility, intelligence, and divergent thinking. They were mainly loners, had deep
relationships, and were very normal on the outside. Maslow estimated that only 2% of the population will
ever achieve this level of the hierarchy in their lifetime, and that it was absolutely impossible for a child to
possess these traits.
So the foundation pyramid is the 100% needed and should be strived for as an entry point when ticking
the boxes of success and hapiness . Self Transcenence will only be gifted to a s,mall percetage of us
leaving the majority of us in the middle . Simply having an insight inti the pyramid and this theory though
gives all of us some dort of guideline which may or  may not help. Let me know your thoughts babies

De chippo



Who ,what and why we are

When Cat moved to the UK, she was not authorized to work,
so she spent her free time in training.  She ran various races,
and competed in adventure sports as well as endurance multi
sport events. Eventually people began to inquire about training

advice, nutrition, etc., so by the time she was authorized to find work in her field of
expertise, Cat had realized her passion for sport and fitness as well as helping others
to achieve their fitness goals.  Thus began the move to change careers.  She used her
background in biology as the foundation to build her Personal Training career upon
and has not looked back since.
Primary qualifications are:

· Level 3 Personal Trainer
· UK Athletics Coach

Cat Villarreal Batson is a California born, Texas raised U.S.
citizen. She graduated from Texas A&M University with a B.S.
in biological sciences.  Cat applied this background towards
a 15 year career as an Environmental Consultant.  To help
alleviate the pressures of the corporate world, Cat began
running when asked to compete as part of a company team
in a local marathon.  It was then that she discovered how
much she loved running.

Gareth Batson was originally a studio session musician.  He
juggled that career with a 16 year amateur boxing career. Dur-
ing that time, he began mountain biking as an alternative to run-
ning.  From there he progressed to road cycling and found his
niche.
As a cyclist Gareth is always focused on what he can do to
improve his technique, stamina and speed.  It is because of
this drive for improvement that people began to come to Gareth
for cycling advice and as a result he became interested in
coaching and helping others achieve
their sporting and fitness targets.
Primary qualifications are:
• Level 3 Personal Trainer
• British Cycling Coach



We at CynerGy PT take a holistic approach to fitness.  We believe total fitness is
achieved through exercising the body as well as the mind and the spirit.  Our gym
facilities in Fawley provide the perfect setting to encourage just that.

We are first a personal training facility, providing you with one to one coaching so
that you may reach your particular goals.  We steer away from standard personal
training sessions where you pay a never ending block of sessions with little or no
accountability for you or your trainer, and invariably you see no results.  Most of our
clients are working towards pre-set aspirations.  So each new client meets with one
of our trainers to discuss their goals, and a personal training package is created for
them.  They pay for that package, and at the end of their coaching period, when
they have reached their objective, they leave happy with the fulfilment of that goal.

At CynerGy PT we also provide holistic based therapies.  Along your journey you
may find the need for a chiropractic adjustment to sort out a skeletal based pain, or
realize that regular massage keeps you injury free, or even that a bit of Reiki  would
help to better channel your energy towards positive thinking to help you attain your
pre-selected objective, rather than allowing negative energy to hold you back.  We
have all of these services and more at CynerGy PT waiting to assist you.

Over the years, both Cat and Gareth have
benefited from all of these therapies while training
for various sporting events.  It is because of their
strong belief in the interconnecting links between
personal training and holistic based therapies that
they decided to bring them all together underneath
one roof to create CynerGy PT.

We would love for you to come and visit our ever growing family of personal trainers
and therapists, and see what a fabulous experience awaits you.  You can visit our
website at www.cynergypt.co.uk or contact us on 07951 659728.
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Aston Hill Challenge 2008Chippos Rampage
Well hello and happy xmas to you all.
I wont mess about i will get to the point – 2009 sucked on many levels –so good riddance to it – ya bo sucks to it
and my nose up to those whom made it so  – Onwards and upwards of course but not without me having a flipping
moan ok , you know it makes sense. Here are some things that have driven dear old Chippo to despair in 2009

Vending Machines
Whats going on with companies
these days  !! What foods  are
the putting  in vending machines -
why – people are sat on their
bums  all day - you have to eat so
we end up stuffing ourselves
with crisps and chocolate and to
make matters worse  they go and
put vein busting coffee ( its not
coffee its labelled as coffee but
its not ) that tastes like gravy !!
Vending machines are satanic
portals to hell, give them a wide
birth. Whats wrong with fruit
and healthy stuff thats what i
want to know!!

Woman who bring babies into the
office!!
Offices for men (and increasingly so
women) are hunt kill environments
don’t bring a baby into the battle - its
going to wee on me - puke yellow crap
in my collar and take a poo. That
baby is going to want me to hold it
and everyones going to say how much
it looks like me and i dont even know
you  aaarrgghhhh . No babies in the
jungle hunt kill environment, its just a
tactic i know your game .

People who walk around with nutition/Recovery shakes!!
WTF . This animal is normally seen drinking such a shake in the OFFICE – yeah , you know who you are . Half the
time they are the same Round ball of fat who was doing it this time last year, Yeah been the gym did a kung fu fight
session, so hard, so lactic. Pull the other one chum – exercise more and eat healthy meals - stop downing that
McDonalds milk shake disguised as a health drink !!!

Paper towel dispensers
that don’t dispense !!!!!-
why why why why why !!

Hand dryers - !!!! They
are either to weak with
a puff breath of air
coming out or of
hurricane force and
WONT STOP !!!!

Protein recovery bars ! – They all taste horrible – i have eaten pieces of
trainer that taste better – we are not sheep or cows , we want something
to taste good guys and if it does we will eat more – get it , tastes good ,
eat more , sell more – jeeees is it just me ??

Hair that grows out of nose and
ears –
Its like its on steroids - uber fast -
uber thick its like the Arnold
Schwarzenigger of hair - I will be
back - terminator hair !!!!
Hair on the back why - what’s it
gonna do brain - it wispy - its not
doing any good - why – im not a cave
man, aint you worked that one out
evolution! – Get it off my back and
get it in my quiff !

Grown men ( fat mostly ) talking about
diets and what calories are in what
foods openly in Starbucks , the street
- look and listen to yourselves - your
still fat  - youre on a fad diet - your
inactive - that’s the problem - more
exercise less food guys !!! be a guy
show some backbone get out those
stilettos PLEASE.

Shoelaces made out of nylon-
Why. Who invented this mad piece of shoe decoration – They come undone at the
first opportunity i hate them with a passion beyond belief .

I have a ton more – oh a load more but best you buy me a coffee and i will tell you then . These are all behind me
now – i have put them to bed , buried them in a cardboard box – like so many things that have caused  2009 to be
pants – they are Dead to me – so onwards and upwards it is , mines an egg nogg latte .

De Chippo
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This years event was rather late , mainly due to the fact that your
wonderful editor was to busy messing about with rubbish to arrange -
so better late than never i say - The event was colder than its usual mid
summer temmps but was still none the less endless leg burningly fun
16 HWCC riders rode the  Aston Hill challenge .
Supported by a 30 plus HWCC club run and some Family members the
riders rode up a leaf strewn wet Aston hill.
Conditions where good but slightly slippy on the legendary Hill .This
didnt prevent some good times and or dampen riders spirits .
The Training event was won by Club member Matt Stevens in a superb
4mins 48seconds
We will endevour to run the event on MID Summers day in 2010
you know it makes sense

Results on the day as below
1 – Matt stevens 4.48
2 – Simon Henley 5.19
3 – Kevin Holoway 5.26
4 – Geoff Powell 5.36
5 – Joe Holoway 5.38
6 – A Clarke 5.53
7 – James Norris 5.55
8 – Adam Britain 5.59
9 – Kevin Higgins 6.44
10- Karla Boddy 7.01 ( Unofficial time due to late arrival and could
not get out of bed attitude)
11- James Dirico 7.15
12- Richard Dean 7.18
13 -John Francis 7.25
14 -David ?? 7.26
15-Paul Morrissey 7.40
16-Alistar Mcvarish – 8.07

ASTON HILL CHALLENGE



A NEW TYPE OF
MOISTURISER

Udderly SMOOth®
moisturiser cream is an
amazing moisturiser for
adults and children.
It is a unique moisturiser
that will keep your skin
moisturised without any
greasy residue.
It ’s non-greasy, non-
staining properties prevent
chapped, sore and dry skin
without even marking
paper with greasy marks
from your fingers.
Use on your face, hands,
feet or anywhere on the
body this is amazing
cream for children,
sportsmen, gardeners,
athletes, water sports
enthusiasts, cyclists,
eczema suffers, even
office workers who have
to handle dry paper all
day without making a
mess!

Relieves
• Nappy rash
• Soreness caused by breast-feeding
• Eczema
• Psoriasis
• Skin conditions caused by chemotherapy treatment
• Sunburn & Windburn
• Dry, Chapped Skin
• Dryness caused by handling paper & documents
• Cracked heels
• Sporting activities:
• Ski-ing & Snowboarding
• Cycling
• Scuba diving
• Surfing
• Watersports such as yachting, sailing, canoeing, kayaking
• Horse riding
• Hiking
• Golf
• Swimming
• Gardening
• Paper cuts
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“I received your samples
and my partner used the
cream after a 400km bike
ride had left her skin in a
bit of a state due to the
combined effects of the
sun, wind & rain.
The cream has done a
fantastic job at repairing the
damage in a very short
space of time and I’ve
ordered a tube from you.
She intends doing Paris-
brest-Paris this year
(1200km non-stop)”

Mark R

AVAILABLE FROM HIGH WYCOMBE’s
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Radiator or Refrigerator
What are you ?

You can spot people who radiate positive energy
as soon as you meet them. I once met someone,
and, after we had spoken briefly, she turned to
another friend and said, “Wow, is she ever an upper! You just feel good talking to her,
don’t you — despite all her problems.”

This positive energy is like an energy field or
aura that surrounds them and that similarly
charges or changes negative energy fields
around them. They also attract and magnify
smaller positive energy fields. When they
come into contact with strong, negative
energy sources, they neutralize or sidestep the
negative energy. Sometimes they will simply
leave it, walking away from its poisonous orbit.
Wisdom gives them a sense of how strong it is
and a sense of humour and timing when
dealing with it.Something all of us
should try more often.

We should all be aware of the effects of our
own energy and understand how you radiate
it and direct it. In the middle of confusion or
contention or negative energy, strive to be a
peacemaker, harmonizer, to undo or reverse destructive energy. You will discover
what a self-fulfilling prophecy positive energy is.

What you expect is what
you’ll get. What you resist
will persist, and what you
let go will flow.

The Truth is genuinely positive people are the real deal. You just know they’re positive
when you first meet them. They aren’t “yeah but” people. They don’t put down every
person they meet or every idea they come into contact with. They don’t need a “them
versus us” mentality or to name call or blame. They honestly believe in other people
and their innate goodness. We Live in an increasingly negative world - it doesn’t have
to be that way at all - just change your approach and BE POSITIVE and Radiate that
POSITIVE energy - don’t be a Fridge nothing grows in the cold OK !!
De Chippo



For King Harry and
England

In October I had only been a member of HWCC for the best part of 2 weeks when I was approached by a
gentleman who resembled Gandalf the Great in hair colour but certainly not height (Chippo); he was telling me
that he was determined to do a cycling event for charity before the year was out and was I interested?!

Written by HWCC Clum member Karla Boddy

In hindsight I should probably have taken that question as rhetorical as I hadn’t realised Chippo’s idea of a
cycling event was to Cycle across the country….literally 240 miles of it! Prior to joining HWCC the longest cycle
I had accomplished was 120 miles at the 2009 Dragon Ride so when the distance of my greatest cycling feat yet
was to be doubled I wasn’t sure if I had the fitness or capability! But Chippo ensured me that with a few weeks
hard (ish) training that all would be well, and of course not to set the expectation too high (code for we finish
when we finish!)!

So, here I am at the end of October committing to cycle from Pembroke Castle to High Wycombe Guild Hill with
someone, at the time, I barely knew! The unfortunate part for us both was that we were just as disorganised as
each other and it wasn’t until a week before we were due to do this 240mile ride that we a) organised our route b)
organised a support car and c) organised the most important thing…sponsorship!! It was all a mad rush but the
intention behind it was never once lost……depicting our story to you is far less important than the cause we were
actually doing it for as I am sure you will all agree….

Chippo and I decided to choose Christian Lewis Trust, which is a Children’s Cancer Charity aiming to improve the
quality of life for children with cancer and offers support to families and individuals affected by a child with
cancer……a cause well worthy of a mere bike ride across the country!

We began our travels to Wales on Thursday 5th November (with an aim to start cycling that evening) and were
chauffeured by our support driver and new HWCC member Mike Landers….we got far as the A404 by Maiden-
head where we got stuck in traffic for 1 hour! After which we progressed nicely towards the West where we
made an, already, much needed coffee stop and fuelling nicely with a meatball Panini and Chocolate cornflake
bite!! And it wasn’t long before we found ourselves off of the M4 and approaching Pembroke

Once in the town we pulled over not far from the Castle and got ready for our epic travels; It took me about 20
minutes to get changed, sort the bike, get the lights on and generally be ready to rumble; had I realised Chippo
was running to a slightly longer agenda I would have had a kip because it must have taken him at least an hour to
stop poncing around with how he looked! Once Chippo was sufficiently pleased enough that he resembled Alberto
Contador we were ready to rock and roll! So off

we went, Mile 1 of 240!

The route was fairly s t r a i g h t
forward….Pembroke, C a r m a r t h e n ,
Llandovery, Brecon, A b e r g a v e n n y ,
M o n m o u t h s h i r e , Cheltenham, Oxford
and Wycombe, of which the majority was on the
A40. The first 30 miles out of Pembroke was
e x c e p t i o n a l l y undulating. I was
pleased that we experienced this terrain
in the first 30-40 miles rather than the last 30-
40 miles!! And then we continued up into the
Brecon Beacons. The miles seemed to be
disappearing at a reasonable pace and what felt like not much physical cost which I knew was important
because the last 30% was going to be the hardest. We ensured we were fuelling regularly and as much as some
of you may dislike them Energy Gels were the saviour of our ride. Both Chippo and I found it difficult to eat
‘normal’ food as regularly as needed and the Gels were what kept our energy levels up. Mike was always at
hand with fresh bottles, more gels, bars, bananas and moral boosting comments!

As we were heading towards the town of Brecon we tackled a climb of circa 15k; now, the gradient was barely
noticeable when we began this climb but after 5k it was becoming more and more prominent with every
pedal stroke…. And it wasn’t very encouraging to go through the village called ‘Halfway’!! Around every bend
of this climb the obscenities leaving our mouths should not be repeated on this page as we saw the road ramp
up yet again! But we eventually got to the top for a well earned can of coke! Mike provided me with an oat bar
containing dates; I hadn’t realised that dates were in this bar until 50% of it was already in my mouth….I don’t
like dates!! Quite quickly I was on the verge of being rather sick which is the last thing you want when you are
trying to remain fuelled and hydrated! Fortunately I was able to keep the bar down but not without cost as I
was then struggling to digest anything else for a while!! Chippo’s moral and positivity (translate to Chippo’s
bad jokes)  was of great benefit at this stage as we were all very tired which began, in the coming miles, to
impede on our cycling.
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I don’t know why I thought it was possible to cycle through the night with no consequences but by 4/5am  it
was getting very tough; Mike said at times Chippo and I were weaving along the road (some may argue this
is quite normal!!) and he thought we may hit! We were lucky enough to have Mike behind us with the his main
beam on….whenever Mike drove up the road it was always harder to concentrate off of the light from a bike
rather than a car…we continued to cycle out of Brecon and into Abergavenny. Nature called and we stopped
to empty and refuel so to speak; you could see the light and clouds rising over the Welsh mountains and it
was exceptionally peaceful….this was until Mike stepped in a puddle up to his ankle and then all you could
her was him cursing and ‘squelch, squelch, squelch’….you wouldn’t believe the amount of amusement this
bought Chippo and I, and neither did we, but by this point the tiredness had driven us to insanity!!

Day light was on our side as we reached Abergavenny, but the weather continued to be patchy for most the
journey up and through Monmouthshire into our home country of England! By this time myself, Mike and
Chippo all resembled Zombies but fortunately the hour was becoming reasonable and we managed to find a
place to get a quick cup of coffee and sandwich! The roads were beginning to get more treacherous on the A40
towards Cheltenham and at times it wouldn’t be exaggerating to say we both feared for our lives! The A40 has
some really heavy duty traffic and volume which at times was intimidating and nerve wracking; ‘A’ roads are
less forgiving and the drivers less considerate than what I am used to.

As Friday morning traffic eased and the sun came up you would think life on this ride would become slightly
easier; I felt mildly rejuvenated when Chippo said not far to Burford, then Whitney, Oxford and homeward
bound…..the theory is much better than the practice as the miles just seemed to drag by; we lost some average
speed, partly due to a nasty head wind and of course linked to the lack of sleep and ridiculous amount of miles!
At Buford we agreed with Mike that we were unlikely to need him if we just took enough food/drink/tubes etc
and that he should go home for some much deserved rest!!...however we would miss his general support and
moral boosting banter for the last 50 or so miles.

Chippo was amazingly strong as we came through
Whitney to Oxford; he must have been boosted by
knowing how close we were getting to the end….I
wasn’t feeling quite so fresh and there was a phrase
we both kept saying to each other on the ‘false flats’
and hills of ‘spin spin spin spin tap tap tap ’ (I cant
really portray the Tone and amusement this bought
to us!!)….you can imagine after 13 hours of this the
record needed to be changed!! The last miles and
hours were spent in almost silence and I will happily
admit I was at the end of my tether with it all and
looking forward to finishing! (Not before completing
Aston Hill!!)
As we rolled into Wycombe to the Guild hall we
were greeted by Gordon & Margaret as well as
Chippo’s wife Lisa who all seemed quite pleased
with us (I think!), as we were with ourselves! It was
such a hard challenge, and I know many of you
may see the distance and terrain as mild or even be
un-phased by it, but for me it was much more than
that; having never done anything quite like this it
was challenging both physically and mentally.
There were times when you have to remind yourself
why you are doing this, and its then you realise that
a cycle ride is nowhere near as big as a challenge
as the cause we were raising money for. We only
have you to thank for that; thank you to those who
have donated to such a brilliant cause, we managed
to raise almost £700 in just over 2 weeks of
fundraising….and of course, its never too late
www.justgiving.com/chippo

I hope you are now all inspired to challenge yourselves next year and do what you love (cycling in case you needed
reminding) whilst raising money for causes you believe in; great combination and I will be doing something like this again,
so don’t put your wallet away too soon!



Written By HWCC member
       Adam Brittain – Bsc Hons Sports Biomedicine and Nutrition

Glycaemic Index (GI) and Cycling

Performance in sport depends heavily on nutritional intake (Singh. 1992). If athletes have not consumed sufficient

dietary intake prior to training or a competition their performance can be considerably compromised (Singh.

1992). Carbohydrates (CHO), in the form of muscle glycogen, provide between 40-50% of energy during

exercise, the remaining energy is provided by fats and a small percentage by proteins.  Bouts of prolonged

exercise are associated with depressed carbohydrate and fat stores (McArdle et al. 2001). Therefore an

insufficient nutritional intake prior to a prolonged bout of exercise will have detrimental effects on performance.

In addition to this, prolonged exercise is associated with decreased immune cell function, which is also coupled

with dietary deficiencies. Therefore, athletes’ that take part in regular prolonged and strenuous cycling who do

not consume a sufficient dietary intake too fuel such training are at risk to infections, particularly of the upper

respiratory tract (Gleeson., et al 2004).

Endurance athletes in particular must have a sufficient nutritional intake prior to training or an event, Sherman et

al, (1991) states that fatigue occurs in endurance athletes when blood glucose or muscle glycogen is lowered,

therefore the maintenance and possible increase of carbohydrate intake is vital for optimum performance.

Coyle et al. (1985) found that after feeding seven men a meal consisting of 700kcal (85% CHO, 15% protein)

prior to a bout of cycling for 105 minutes at 70% VO2 max**, blood glucose concentrations significantly increased

above fasting basal levels for up to 120 minutes after consumption. Levels then returned to fasting levels 3

hours after consumption. This increase in blood glucose concentration could have positive effects in delaying

the onset of fatigue, due to a higher supply of blood glucose.

An increase in CHO intake prior to endurance training or racing is a well-documented and has been a widely used

dietary technique for decades. However, different types and quantities of CHO can have different effects on performance,

therefore eating the correct CHO as well as the correct amount is vital to achieve optimum performance.

For this reason, the glycaemic index (GI) concept was produced over twenty years ago to systematically classify CHO foods

according to their direct effects on blood glucose levels (Sui and Wong. 2004). CHO’s were generally categorised into two

groups, simple and complex (Liu et al. 2000). However it was thought that this method was too simplistic and inaccurate as

it did not take into account the effects the CHO had on blood glucose and insulin response (if you remember, blood glucose



The GI of a CHO is measured by its overall rate of digestion and absorption (Sui and Wong. 2004); com-
monly they are classified as low, medium or high. Low GI-CHO will generally show slower rates of digestion
when compared with high GI-CHO; this decreased rate of digestion consequently decreases glucose ab-
sorption rates to the working muscles. Using this information, recent studies have suggested that the con-
sumption of Low GI-CHO before long-lasting exercise will delay the onset of fatigue when compared with the
consumption of High GI-CHO; this is due to the slower prolonged absorption of Low GI-CHO to the working

Glycaemic Index (GI) and Cycling contd

Thomas, et al (1991) discovered there was a significant increase in endurance performance when subjects

consumed 1g of CHO/kg Body Mass from a Low GI-CHO meal (lentils) prior to a cycle at 65-70% VO2 max until

exhaustion when compared with equal servings of High GI-CHO (potatoes). In addition, DeMarco et al. (1999)

found similar findings in their experiment using 10 cyclists performing 2 hours of cycling at 70% VO2 max, followed

by cycling at 100% VO2 max until exhaustion. When the athletes consumed a low GI-CHO meal they prolonged

their exhaustion time by 59%.

These documented studies suggest that by eating the correct amounts of Low Glycaemic index carbohy-
drates prior to endurance training rides or prior to racing, performance could be significantly improved

Below is a list of Low GI and High GI foods. Why not experiment with eating these different types of CHO before training

sessions and see which works for you, you never know, you may discover those long winter rides feel a little easier just by

altering your diet. You may even unearth your hidden talent to climb like Contador just by ditching that stodgy mash potato

and replacing it with some lentils!!

Happy Eating, and good luck tempting yourself away from those High GI roast potatoes this Christmas!!

High GI foods =

• Carrots

• Honey

• White bread, white rice

• Cornflakes, shredded wheat

• Potatoes (baked, new, mashed, roasted)

• Raisins

• Banana
• Glucose based sports drinks

Low GI foods =

• Wheat bran, barley and oat based breakfast cereals

• Wholegrain foods, e.g. pasta, rice

• Fruits

• Lentils

• Soybeans, baked beans, kidney beans, butter beans

• Legumes/Pulses



Livestrong
and youI have yet to meet one person who does not know someone

who has had cancer or is suffering from an illness related to
Cancer .

One thing that drives me mad is people who talk about doing
something but choose to do nothing .All of us have a social
responsibility to do something that fights the disease. Cancer
is global .Cancer does not care who , what where you
are.Cancer strikes anyone at anytime healthy , ill , old , young
,cancer wants to kill you - that’s its full time job.

Whatever your interest, there are plenty of ways to get
involved
By 2010, cancer is projected to become the leading cause of
death worldwide. It’s a shocking and needless fact - 30
percent of cancers are preventable, and another one-third
of cancers are treatable if detected early.

What if there was a global movement to show the huge
personal impact of cancer, that pushed governments and
other global decision-makers to take urgent action? What if
people from around the world joined together to push for
better treatment, more cancer funding and access to care
for everyone?

What might happen if ordinary people had the tools and the
power to improve the lives of the 28 million cancer
survivors around the world? That’s the idea behind
LIVESTRONG Action.Cancer affects all of us. If we’re going
to reduce the death and suffering caused by cancer —
starting now — the people of the this club and your family
and friends  have to take this issue into their own hands.

LIVESTRONG Action is a movement to do just that. The
Livestrong organization  gives you opportunities to take
action globally, nationally and in your own community.
LIVESTRONG Action provide a platform to reach out to
your leaders but also to friends, relatives and colleagues
who have been affected by cancer to get them involved in
the fight, and alert them to ways they can fight cancer in
their own lives.

So plan something - Get involved in an event - Raise
awareness raise funds dont just  sit there and stop talking
about it - Take action NOW - you owe its to yourself - you
owe it to your family - you owe it to your friends
LIVESTRONG. You will get full support from this mag and
the members of this club so come on DO IT !!!

De Chippo

You can make a difference in the
lives of people affected by cancer.
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MAJORCA HERE WE COME
Its that time of year again
The weather is either wet icy or just flipping Grim . Minds start pondering the
early spring sun of Majorca  and those loverly long dry roads .
HWCC will of course be hitting the early bird camps and you should look at
doing the same - Prices are good in the  early season and its a great time to
get some good miles in the legs ( even if its only for a week ). The pure kick of
having some blue sky is just the tonic needed to awake that racing beast
lurking inside the keen club rider .
You can book yourself and sort out your own travel or if your in need of
some pampering get on board one of the many organised tour companies
Lifestyle cycling are such an organisation - these guys give some great
discounts to club riders and can be found at
http://www.lifestyle-cycling.net/en/
These guys offer tailored packages and i personally know the director who
use to be a pro rider and he often hooks up the groups he has  with some
pro teams .So check them out and take a look at the sportives packages they
have on offer as they could well fit into your seasons goals .

As always - send us at Sprocket your stories and experiences so we can
highlight and recommend to other club riders .

De Chippo
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Gerrof my Chopper (When i was a lad this was all fields)

Sometimes its good to look back at the heaps of junk we used to ride - in there day
they where cutting edge pure pedalling fun - ahh bless em all

The Raleigh Chopper was one of the most coveted ‘must have’ possessions in the
1970s,The Raleigh Chopper was designed by Alan Oakley in the late sixties.

England used to have a conservative cycling history..... If you took a bicycle from
1930 and one from 1970, and stood them side by side, you’d have a hard time
telling them apart. The standard triangular frame ruled the roost, with practically no
departures in design.... maybe cable brakes replacing rod actuated brakes was
about as ground breaking as it got.....Times were changing however... The film ‘Easy
Rider’ was released in 1969 , and the flood gates opened on the embryonic
motorcycle chopper culture. Raleigh soon saw the opportunity , and released the
Raleigh Chopper in the UK  in September 1969.
We got the standard three speed version, in 6 colour choices. For some reason
Raleigh never trusted its home market with a large model range. They dipped a
cautious toe into the water in 1971 by releasing the mustard coloured High
Backrest model, but as quickly pulled it out again after safety campaigners claimed
it was even more deadly than the standard model. It didn’t make a reappearance in
the 1972 model catalogue. Safety issues dogged the Chopper on both sides of

The Chopper was just Soooo.... radical a departure from standard bicycle styling,
and people to whom Mary Whitehouse was a goddess, raised their collective
voice. The main item of public scorn was the seat.... if you sat too far back the
front wheel raised up... and, horror of horrors, two young people could sit on the
seat at one time! The indignation reverberated throughout the country. One
legitimate safety issue, that most complainers missed altogether, was the fact that
the frames were falling apart under their riders...quite literally...the rear stays
commonly came unstuck from the rest of the bike, and Raleigh dealers were kept
extra busy replacing frames under warranty.

The MK2 was a redesign of the MK1, with several safety issues addressed. First
the seat had been shortened, this was accomplished by bending the rear seat
stays in towards the frame, making the frame almost arrow shaped from the side
view. The seat got a warning written on the white strap, telling anybody who could
be bothered to read, that the seat was not designed to carry more than one rider...
perhaps the most ignored warning in the history of the bicycle?

The fact that the Chopper existed in three decades, and out
sold all other childrens bikes of its era, is testament to its strong
visual appeal and trendy image. The bike is most associated
with that much maligned decade, the 1970s and is probably one
of the most instantly recognisable icons of the era.
Raleigh Chopper - The Hot One.!!!!!!!!!



WATTBIKE

HWCC has its very own BC approved Watt Bike

So what is a WATT BIKE

What makes Wattbike groundbreaking isn’t just its realistic
ride. Wattbike captures performance data up to 100 times per
second across 29 parameters whilst its performance
computer delivers the kind of data that, until now, has only
been available to the world’s most elite athletes. And because
every bike gives comparable data and has software that grows
as you do, it means you can compare your performance with
the best

The key difference between the Wattbike and every other indoor
bike is that the Wattbike accurately measures power output in
Watts.

The amount of power produced is measured 100 times per second
by a load cell, located on the chain, and is a measurement of the
sum of all forces applied to the chain through the cranks.

The Wattbike’s Performance Computer then displays the power
output every 3 seconds, if you are connected to the Wattbike
Expert Software every pedal revolution can be seen in real time
with data sampling 100 times per second.

This high rate of data sampling means that the force exerted on
the cranks can be recorded every 1/100th of a second, allowing
the Wattbike’s unique Polar View to display how force is being
applied at all points in every pedal revolution. This allows the
Wattbike to show your pedalling efficiency as well as your power
output (more on that in The Difference #2 – Efficiency).

Accurately measuring power output is the basis for all of the other
parameters recorded on the Wattbike, and means that for the first
time it is possible to race between indoor bikes and produce
accurate and repeatable results.

 This is true of every session completed on the Wattbike, no matter
when or where the session is done; the results will be comparable
with all other Wattbike results. This is made possible by the fact
that the Wattbike is factory calibrated, and is then accurate
throughout its life.

So - over the winter evenings
HWCC Coach DR Gordon
Wright is testing riders in sprint
and endurance . Plus adding in
the odd Kilo test ( as pictured
here James Norris ).
The new year will see RAMP
tests and additional use of the
wattbikes tool set



Look even i have ridden a bike in the snow - Not a Road Bike thats nutty but
and MTB is built for all sorts of conditions and snow and crisp frosty ice is
ideal . Its that time of year where we will no doubt get a dump of snow so
here are sprockets annual tips - Chippo will see you in casualty (i have a sea-
son ticket )

New fallen snow presents problems for us due to the extra effort need to get
through it. Six inches of really light powder is tireing and slow, but you can go
for long distances. Its very little worse than riding against a good stiff wind.
Even a foot of powder is manageable as long as you get there first, before
someone else makes a mess of it that is .

Six inches of heavy wet snow is all but impassable. Even 4 inches can a lot
of work and we dont get much more that a foot anyway .Then too, there is the
risks you don’t see. Ruts in the underlying surface can provide a wheel diver-
sion when you least expect it. The only consolation is that snow is softer to
land on than ice.  You will find that things happen slowly in snow. Falls take a fair bit
of time to happen, and you will find that most are avoidable by quick bike handling.
Sharp turns that would only exacerbate a fall on ice are quite viable recovery tech-
niques.

By a “sharp turn” I mean turning the handlebar in large increments, and fairly
large lean angles. You may feel you front wheel slip sideways. Don’t over
react. The snow will supply resistance to this sideways slip, but it takes time
to kick in (your tire has to compact a couple inches of snow as it slips before
there is real resistance). Maintain forward motion, wait for the tire to catch.
More often than not, the side slip will simply cease with you still in the saddle.
If you dab, you dab. No big deal.

Heavy snow that has been traveled upon by  cars  is one of the most difficult of
surfaces riders have to deal with.Not only do you have the wheel diversions
caused by the ruts, but also the polished smooth surface underneath where cars
have spun tires trying to get going.The best technique is to avoid this stuff, riding in
the undisturbed snow at the side of the road. While a lot of work, undisturbed snow
is always easier to deal with than trafficked snow.If your balance good you can
sometimes make progress following the tire track, but don’t count on it for very
long, and certainly don’t expect to make good time. Also, there is a thin layer of
highly compacted snow at the bottom of the track, that tends to squirt out from
under your tire throwing you slightly left or right.If the snow is still white, (above) it
has probably received no sand or salt, and has been trafficked by fewer than 30
cars. All in all riding in the snow can be sooooo much fun - just use your brain and
get your head around what snow is and what it does - you will laugh and laugh all
the way to casualty

De Chippo

SNOWBALL
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A Ghostly appearance seen on the floor at a Dinton Pastures Club Run An Omen of
the return of Barry Hook maybe ?

Club Run list Dec 2009 - January to April 2010

Club Runs start at High Wycombe Guildhall (at the top of the High Street).  Meet at 9am for a
9.10 start.

December 2009

Sunday  6th Winslow (Long Ride-Possible change a thi is the day  after Club dinner )
Sunday 13th Henley

Sunday  20th

This is the Christmas club run to Benson for 10.30 -11.00am this will be a longer stop than normal. We
welcome all to join us even if you come by car as this replaces the Beer and Pickle ride. (Will still be

leaving the Guild Hall as normal 9.00 for a easy social ride)
Sunday  27th Marsworth Blue Bell Cafe
January 2010
Sunday 3 Ashridge
Sunday 10 Chipperfield
Sunday 17 Flat 50 mile Reliability Trial
Sunday 24 Runnymede (Flat ride)
Sunday 31 Hilly 50 mile Reliability Trial
February 2010
Sunday 7 Wendover Woods
Sunday 14 100 Km Reliability Trial
Sunday 21 Benson
Sunday 28 Maidens Green (Flat ride)
March 2010
Sunday 7 100 mile Reliabilty Trial
Sunday 14 Waterperry
Sunday 21 Tring
Sunday 28 Dinton Pastures (Flat ride)
April 2010
Sunday 4 Woodstock (over 70 miles)
Sunday 11 Wallingford
Sunday 18 Waddesdon
Sunday 25 Runnymede (Flat ride)



http://revolutioncycle.ie/

Around the world - New Pioneers
In Life you have choices - we may not think this sometimes but the facts
bare this out . Choices we make , choices that make a diffrence to ourselves
and to others .
At the moment we have a trend for people raising money for charity and
good causes by doing BIG things . Riding around the world or traveling the
length of Amerca.
Details of two such expeditons are below - check them out and follow them
on   twitter - it may inspire you to do something similiar - who knows.

In November 2008, Simon Evans and Fearghal O’Nuallain began the first Irish circumnavigation of the
globe by bicycle. Their unsupported expedition will cover over 30,000km, passing through 30 countries
and some of the highest, lowest, driest, coldest, warmest and loneliest places on earth. In doing so, they
will be promoting the positive contribution that cycling can
make to mental health by encouraging
people to get on their bikes, and by raising
funds for Aware.
Ferg and Si have been mates as far
back as they can remember, and have
been dreaming about going on a big
adventure for almost as long.
One rainy night in Dublin, three years ago,
they made a pact to turn their dream into
a reality. Over a few too many Guinness in
The Stag’s Head they agreed to take a
chance and attempt something that
seemed almost impossible to two ordinary
lads from Wicklow. Boldly, they decided to
cycle around the world.
The next three years were spent planning
and training, poring over maps and
reading expedition journals. Climbing
mountains, cycling 1000km through the
Egyptian desert, crawling through the
freezing mud of the infamous Tough Guy
Challenge and of course, spending many
grueling miles in the saddle.

World record breaker Mark Beaumont is cycling from
Anchorage, Alaska to Ushuaia in Southern Argentina.
Following the line of the mountain ranges which form
the American Cordillera, he’ll climb the two highest
peaks Mount McKinley and Aconcagua, on foot.
Recording the adventure on this blog and for a BBC
One series, The Man Who Cycled the Americas.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/
cyclingtheamericas/
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HWCC Pin Ups...
DEC 2009
Chrissy Radon

Finishing  in  first  place  in the
womens  National  two
distance   BAR with  times  of
54.06 and 1.54.12.

5th in the British Time Trial
Championships with 20.49  for
10 miles

13  Club records SMASHED
Already

Chrissie   really   is   a   cut
above   the   rest

This   woman  is  a
HWCC  legend  with
MORE  to  come in  2010.



SLEEP  ZZZZZZZZZZ
Sleep
Getting the balance right is so important . As us cyclists seem to be always tired you would
expect that sleeping would not be an issue . However sore legs , active minds -thumping
adrenalin all tamper with our sleeping clock and patterns . So here is some advice from
sprocket that we hope will assist in you nodding off.

Take a power a nap
“So what makes a power nap effective? Think of it as an investment with the greatest return in
the least amount of time, a kind of super-efficient sleep that fits nicely in a high-pressure
schedule: say, between  meetings or in the minutes before a  ride - yes it works - try it .

Mama was right: Drink warm milk
“If your mother used to give you a cup of warm milk before sending you off to bed, she had the
right idea. Dairy foods are a good source of tryptophan, an amino acid that your body converts
to melatonin and serotonin — both of which are thought to induce sleep.”

Keep the socks on
“Instead of counting sheep, the next time you have trouble sleeping, try putting socks on your
feet. A researcher says people with chronically cold feet might drift off faster if they warm their
feet with socks or a hot water bottle.”

Become an early riser
“It’s hard to become an early riser using the wrong strategy. But with the right strategy, it’s
relatively easy.” Get up early and you will sleep earlier and get a better quality kip

Ditch your alarm clock
“Fingernails screeching down a blackboard, the shrill tones of the Emergency Alert System:
few things are as obnoxious as an alarm clock. Human beings have survived for most of our
history without these confounded noisemakers—why would you need one now?”

Wear an eye bra
That got your attention didnt it .This super-advanced eye mask blocks out all light to help you
sleep in any environment. But it looks like a bra for your eye.You get them on planes - you
know what i mean . They work.

Block out the Noise
Ear defenders - ear muffs or simple head phones that can block out noise make a huge
diffrence .

Sleep is the gateway to good recovery - Mental and physical - If you dont get enough we get
stroppy - if we get to much we get stroppy so the balance like many thing is get your 6 to 8
hour in and nap when your tired .



Its winter ok and i dont know one bloke who doesnt consider growing a
beard.Growing a beard requires a commitment. The experience can even be a test
of character as well as a surprising process . Ok your Girlfriend/Boyfriend /wife and
kids may not like it but its a journey a thing a guy sometimes has to do . The Beatles
all grew Beards and became enlightened so who knows what can happen if we give
it a go .

Logically, the question ought to be: Why NOT grow a beard? But shaving is
the norm and letting the beard grow is the exception. So, it may require a bit
of courage to take the decision to grow a beard. Once that decision is
taken, it is easily reversed upon second thought. And another would-be
beard disappears. When you see a man with a full-grown beard, you know
he made the decision to be bearded and he had the determination to stick
with it.

Whether or not you should grow a beard depends in large part on
genetics. Beard growth is genetically determined and there is not much
anyone can do other than to accept what they’ve been given. If you have
developed enough facial hair to allow you to grow a beard, then you owe
it to yourself to grow it out at least once during your lifetime — even if
only as an experiment. You may be so pleased with the results, even
unexpectedly so, that you decide to keep the beard permanently.

Most importantly, the decision to grow, and subsequently keep, your
beard is yours. The only opinion that really matters is yours. So, go for it! If
you like it, keep it. If not, then shave it off. At the very least you will have
given it a try and you’ll know what it was like to grow your beard.

Reasons for growing a beard
I always wanted to grow a beard.
I wanted to see how I would look with a beard.
I like the way beards look.
I like the way beards look and feel.
 I hate to shave.
 I wanted to change my appearance.
 I look better, more handsome
 with a beard It is the natural thing to do.
 It is the manly thing to do.
 It suits my personality.
I wanted to look older.
I wanted to look more distinguished.
Growing a beard is a family tradition.
 It is something that women cannot do.
 I wanted to express my freedom upon leaving military
service
Prince william had a Beard
I want to look like a pirate

BEARDS ARE COOLER THAN ELVIS



IN THE NEXT EDITION

FREE HWCC Pin up Calender ( one for the ladies )

Girls Girls Girls and more Girls( woman and cycling special
feature)

Shopping Guide

How clean is your Bike

Learn to love the Lactic

TWITTER launch

Celebrity Interview (  Sprocket exclusive )

Bottom Bracket to Crank Maintenance  Guide

Increase your Power

New Kit Design showcase

And Much Much Much Much More
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